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About This Game

SeaBed is a critically acclaimed yuri-themed mystery visual novel told through the perspectives of three separate characters:
Mizuno Sachiko, a designer plagued by hallucinations of her past lover; Narasaki Hibiki, Sachiko's friend and a psychiatrist
researching the workings of human memories; and Takako, Sachiko's former lover who has been rapidly forgetting her past,

including how or why the two women drifted apart despite being together since childhood.

All three live in different worlds, but seek the same goal. To separate truth from illusion. To make sense of their own lives.

The Steam version of SeaBed has been updated to natively support 1440x1080 resolution.

Characters:
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"At times, I'd wake up at night and hear all the sounds around me as if they were amplified. I'd feel like my head could burst at any
second."

Although she moved to Tokyo straight after graduating university in order to seek employment, Mizuno Sachiko soon quit her
job to establish Clover Design with her childhood friend Takako, becoming its young CEO.

Her main hobby is reading, but only because nothing else manages to interest her. Although Sachiko used to be quite an avid
reader during her school years, finding a job means she now only opens a book every once in a while, whenever her schedule

allows it.

After meeting Takako – an inexhaustible source of enthusiasm, as well as a stark contrast to her own personality – during her
childhood years, Sachiko’s interests began to shift to whatever the other woman was doing at a given time.

"This is as good a time as any, so let's check it out."

Endlessly interested in and enthusiastic about the world, Takako gives the impression of a woman perpetually stuck in her
childhood.

She fell in love with Sachiko at first sight back when they first met at the age of five. However, she does not identify as a
homosexual, stressing that Sachiko simply happened to be a woman.

Takako discovers that she suffers from developmental amnesia, a condition that severely impairs her ability to recall many of
her memories.
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"I just like observing people."

A psychiatrist at Narasaki Mental Clinic. She was Sachiko's classmate and friend during her elementary school years, but the
two drifted apart as they enrolled in different middle schools. After learning that Sachiko has been experiencing hallucinations,

she takes it upon herself to treat her.

She is extremely picky about her brand of coffee, perhaps because the beverage serves as her sole companion during those long
hours spent immersed in research.

Though not religious, she is a strong believer that everything happens for a reason, and all things have their place and order in
the grand scheme of the world.
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Title: SeaBed
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Paleontology
Publisher:
Fruitbat Factory
Release Date: 19 Dec, 2017
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English,Japanese
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Very unique puzzler, more slow paced than most puzzlers, but I really love the new ways it goes. Very cool level design as well..
Awesome Game!. Hmmm. I REALLY wanted to like this game. I must've torn through two dozen Choose Your Own Adventure
books as a kid, and even revisited a couple of these via the new Tin Man Games adaptations (which are pretty great actually).
When I saw TWofFM, I immediately had an urge to give it a try. Took a year or two to take the plunge... and be immediately
disapointed.

I played a grand total of 56 minutes (essentially, until my first game over) and requested a refund right away (thank you Steam).
In a nutshell, I couldn't stand the combat system. More on that shortly.

Overall, the presentation for the game is fantastic. Little miniatures, going through a maquette-like dungeon, with the narrative
and various choices popping up as required. The UI is clean, everything works well enough, and there are about 12 (I think)
characters that you can pick from to attempt the adventure. Each character has it's own main quest, stats, special abilities, and
innate bonus. Graphics are very nice, as is the music (although in 56 minutes, take what you will from that opinion).

But the combat... I hated. As some (most?) of you know, combat in CYOA books is usually dictated by dice rolls. One roll for
you, one roll for the enemy, whoever gets the highest attack score, plus or minus modifiers (sometimes), gets to hit the other
guy. This game has added a fighting mechanic where combat takes place on a grid system. You can choose to attack, move, or
depending on the situation (and choice of hero) perform a special attack. The enemy has similar options. When you have
decided what you want to do, the AI plays its turn, and both moves are done at the SAME TIME. Meaning that this transforms
the combat in some sort of inane guessing game. "Do I attack the enemy on his CURRENT square, or do I attack on this empty
square next to him, because MAYBE he'll move there?". It's just another layer of RNG added on an already full RNG system.
Combat in CYOA has always been a luck affair, but it's usually tolerable because a) fights can be played through quickly, b) you
at least have an edge if your stats are ok and c) encounters are usually not TOO much over the top. About point b. The only time
a dice roll comes into play is when both the hero and enemy attack each other, on the correct square, at the same time (Clash!).
Other than that, stats won't help you. And as for c, well, there are some ridiculous fights right from the onset. I had a fight
against 7 orcs. 2 of which (3?) could attack at range. I also had a fight with 4 stone statues, on this tiny grid. What's the point?
Please just insta-kill me and let me restart already.

Anyway... it's too bad, because overall this seemed like a title with a ton of potential, that in my opinion was ruined by a single
bad design decision. I think that failing to come up with a good combat system, Tin Man would've been better served by simply
going back to the roots of CYOA combat, and leave it at that.

If you're hankering for some CYOA "action", just get some of the Tin Man book adaptations, on your PC or phone (I find it
more convenient on phones, myself).. This game sucks, You cannot slash midair or while moving which makes the game
unplayable. and you have to kill EVERY enemy before entering the next level, which is tedious. The music sucks. In general I
cannot think of anything good to say about this game. It is named so similar to the Castlevania that I thought it was a half decent
platformer, and I got crap. Thank goodness I got a refund.

In all, I rate this a 1.8\/10.

-David. BIG CITY LIFE. ME TRY FI GET BY. Really good add on - great route and love the pacer loco add on.. Pros
Nice light hearted story revolving around food and friendship.
Gives you a warm fuzzy feeling.
Music & art were really well done.

Cons
Depending on choices, certain characters appear moody and lack emotional maturity.

A buy if you like ebi-hime's previous works.. If you are an old "Pilot Wings" fan, you will love this! It's one of the best VR
games I've ever played. This is one of those very few games that just feels perfect. Everything is polished. Gameplay is
fantastic.
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Don't bee fooled by the graphics, this game is all about gameplay and the simplistic graphics helps out with the fast paced
movement.

I recommend changing the settings for the rotation to "Right Stick Snap". After doing that I no longer had a problem with
motion sickness! It may feel a bit awkward or ugly at first, but you'll get used to it.
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is anyone still playing this game. What, 6 or 7 months after release PC players FINALLY get the DLC that Console players have
been playing all along. Thanks Microsoft for screwing the people that make your business possible!. Not quite sure what i
expected, but this certainly falls short. UI looks nice, game looks nice, From what i can see there are 2 areas that are unlocked
but because of financial constraints no way to build out a plant ( building means clicking buy quite boring)

I'm not going to ask for a refund on game as i have high hopes for a technical enjoyable game...

quite surprised that developer thought it was reasonable to release without a tutorial in game and\/or even a guide here on steam.

edit -

If the developer needed money a kickstarter would have been alot more intellegent
then\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665off customers.. If your good enough to reach level 100...
YOU UNLOCK LIGHTS!!! first time its appeared since Lumines PSP... every other "remaster" didn't get rights for it so you
feel cheated... not here not now BABY!!!!

Otherwise its too easy it plays like the newer versions without the difficulty of the older ones... I'd pass if it weren't for
LIGHTS!!!! LIGHTS!!! BABY!!!!. Do you like breakout-style games? If so, BUY THIS - there's nothing else need be said.

Looks great, soundtrack is awesome - really nothing to complain about at all. If there was a "meh" rating option, I would have
chosen it. I did finish the game, but towards the end I wanted to just get it over with. And I don't really care if I'm going try-hard
on a 1 dollar game, at least it's a thumbs up.

Issues:

-Ball controls - Ball gets caught on edges and drags when too close to the walls, which becomes immensely annoying once you
get to the harder levels.
-Difficulty between Medium and Hard - Really no difference, the maze just gets bigger.
-Music - Single track that's about a minute-long looping throughout the whole game.
-Color changes between levels - There are levels where you go from black to NEON. PINK.
-Lack of settings and additional buttons - No settings, no key re-configurations, no movement sensitivity changes, you can only
turn music off and on. And when you beat a level, you can only click on the arrow to proceed. Allowing the shortkey to be
'enter' or 'space' would have been convenient.
-Finish through walls - There are a couple levels where if you can get the ball close enough to the goal through the wall, it counts
as passing.
-Uninteresting later levels - Specifically the latter half of the medium levels and all hard levels. You have to pretty much go
through at least 50% of the maze to reach the exit. Some levels have you going through almost the entire maze where it's
obvious where dead ends are since it literally takes a couple glances to see that it is sectioned off.

My thoughts throughout the game:

Easy levels: Ahhh, good old nostalgia.
Medium levels: This is fun, but it's kinda getting repetitive. Oh hey, that's a bright co- MY EYES.
Hard levels: Is this actually Hard? It's just slightly longer than Medium. It would be great if I could customize the ball and
background.... I wish I could handle these balls as well as the developer thinks I should. Just let me glitch through the frickin'
walls, I've got 49 problems and I don't want mazes as innovative as modern-day art to be another one.. Gets repetitive really fast
but can be fun for a couple of hours.. A bit challenging but i was able to beat all the different modes!
I feel like tracking is a bit off from where it should be based on the angle\/location of the bat.
Overall it's a fun experience that has a decent replay value and I will be coming back to every now and then.. It's not a
simulation and it's not very fun.. Very pleased with pack you do a lot of spinning packs but no more float packs i hate spinning
Please could you make available a heavy duty float pack whitch should include a float rod of 100lb a reel capable of 100lb line
1000yds of super spider line 100lb breaking strain a very visual heavy float capable of acheiving 250yds distance a 100lb
landing net to help you land fish. Me and my son would buy this pack and i suspect a lot of other people would too. THANK
YOU FOR A GREAT GAME I LOVE IT.
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